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ACCESS TO INFORMATION FROM WRITTEN TEXTS  (100 points)

הבנת הנקרא )100 נקודות( 

 קרא את הקטע שלפניך, 
וענה על השאלות 1–7 שאחריו.

فهم املقروء (100درجة) 

�إقرأ القطعة التالية بتمعن، 
ومن ثم أجب على األسئلة من 1–7 التي تليها.

Read the article below and then answer questions 1–7.

SCHOOLS TRY TO REDUCE GARBAGE

In the cafeteria at Hammond Elementary School, students wait on line patiently, 
holding trays in their hands. However, unlike students in most schools, they do this 
twice during their lunch break: once, to get their food, and a second time, to weigh 
their garbage. Hammond Elementary School is one of many schools across the United 
States that are trying to reduce the amount of garbage that students generate. By 
weighing students’ trash and rewarding those classes that throw 
away the least trash, the school hopes that students will learn to 
care about the environment, and that less food will be wasted.

According to New York’s Department of Environmental 
Conservation, one student throws away twenty to forty kilograms 
of lunch garbage a year. Some of this is extra packaging, such as plastic bags and 
containers, and the rest is leftover food that students don’t like or don’t have time 
to eat. In schools across the country, more than $600 million worth of lunch food is 
thrown away every year. 

A few years ago, students at Oak Hills Elementary School filled eight large garbage 
cans a day with their lunch trash. Their principal, Anthony Knight, realized that most 
of it was plastic bottles, plastic bags, and paper products that could be recycled. He 
brought recycling bins into school and made strict rules about separating plastic and 
paper trash from regular garbage. In addition, he asked parents who send food to 
school with their children to pack the food in reusable containers. Soon, there was only 
one can full of garbage every day, and recycling was part of the school’s culture.     

Reducing the amount of packaging being thrown out is the easy part, however. It’s 
much harder to convince students not to throw out food that they don’t want to eat. 
Educators hope that the garbage and recycling programs will make students more 
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aware of their habits, but they know that these changes take time. At Hammond, for 
example, many students still throw away uneaten apples, sandwiches, and slices of 
pizza. 

At the same time, there is progress. Julie, a fourth grade student, proudly showed her 
friends the “zero garbage” lunch that she had brought from home. The lunch was 
packed in reusable containers, and she was planning to take the leftovers back home. 
“I’m saving nature,” she explained. 

QUESTIONS  (100 points)

Answer questions 1–7 in English, according to the article and the instructions.

1. How is Hammond Elementary School different from most other schools?  
(lines 1–8)
ANSWER: ________________________________________________________

(10 points)

2. What are TWO goals of Hammond Elementary School’s garbage program?  
(lines 1–8)
i) _____________________________________________________________
ii) _____________________________________________________________ 

(2x7=14 points)

3. Give TWO facts that show that American students throw away too much trash. 
(lines 9–14)
i) _____________________________________________________________
ii) _____________________________________________________________ 

 (2x7=14 points)

4. i) CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER, YES or NO. (lines 15–21)
Oak Hills Elementary School’s recycling program is a success.     YES  /  NO

(3 points)

ii) Copy the words that justify your answer.
ANSWER: _____________________________________________________

(4 points)
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5. The article describes two American schools that are trying to reduce the amount 
of garbage that students generate. How are they doing this? Give THREE ways.  
(lines 1–21)
COMPLETE THE SENTENCES.
i) One school ___________________________________________________.
ii) One school ___________________________________________________.
iii) One school ___________________________________________________.

(3x9=27 points)

6. From lines 22–27, we can understand that (—). 
CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE CORRECT ANSWER.
i) Hammond Elementary School has convinced its students not to throw out 

food
ii) educators are pessimistic about garbage and recycling programs at schools
iii) the garbage program at Hammond Elementary School has existed for a long 

time
iv) Hammond Elementary School’s garbage program is not entirely effective

 (10 points)

7. COMPLETE THE SENTENCE. 
Julie (line 28) is an example of a student who doesn’t ________________________
_______________ and doesn’t _______________________________________.

 (2x9=18 points)

BAGRUT STRATEGY # 18 — REWORDING

Module C: Test 2

Sentence completion questions often require you to reword what is written in the 
text — that is, to write your answer differently from the way it appears in the text. 
For example, question 5 asks:
The article describes two American schools that are trying to reduce the amount 
of garbage that students generate. How are they doing this? Give THREE ways. 
(lines 1–21)
COMPLETE THE SENTENCES.
i) One school ____________________________________________________.
ii) One school ____________________________________________________.
iii) One school ____________________________________________________.
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You can find one of the answers to this question in lines 4–8 of the text on page 120: 
“Hammond Elementary School is one of many schools across the United States 
that are trying to reduce the amount of garbage that students generate. By weighing 
students’ trash and rewarding those classes that throw away the least trash, the 
school hopes that students will learn to care about the environment, and that less 
food will be wasted.” 

In order to answer the question, you must reword “By weighing students’ trash and 
rewarding those classes that throw away the least trash.” The completion question 
should preferably be answered in Present Simple form (to show that the schools 
are doing something regularly), but it can also be answered in Present Progressive 
(Continuous) form, since that is how the question is phrased. Either way, the phrase 
given in the text must be reworded. If you choose to use the Present Simple tense, 
you need to remove the “ing” from “weighing” and “rewarding,” and add an “s” to 
both verbs instead (because the subject is “it”). If you choose to use the Present 
Progressive tense, you need to add a helping verb of “is” (again, because the subject 
is “it”).   

Common sentence completion rewordings involve changing sentences from singular 
to plural, or from plural to singular, when there is a difference between their two 
forms. Other rewordings may require changing the tense of the sentence, changing 
a sentence from positive to negative or from negative to positive, and changing the 
pronoun and / or gender of the subject / object.

For example, in the text on page 121, Julie says, “I’m saving nature.” You could get 
the following sentence completion question:
Why is Julie proud of her zero-garbage lunch?
She believes that ___________________________________________________.

In the above completion, you have to change the sentence from first person (I’m) 
to third person (she). As a result of the change, you also have to change the helping 
verb from “am” (’m) to “is” (’s). Therefore, the correct answer is:
She believes that she is (she’s) saving nature.

Remember! In Modules A and B, sentence completions usually do not require 
rewording. Even in Module C, many sentence completions do not require rewording, 
but there are some that do. 
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BAGRUT STRATEGY PRACTICE

Read the paragraphs below and answer the completion questions by rewording 
information from the text. 

1. “I’m so tired,” Nathan often complains. “I really need to sleep.” Lack of sleep is 
one of the most common complaints in the Western world. The main cause of the 
problem is a lack of time; people don’t have time to do everything that they need to 
do and get enough sleep. What’s interesting is that 100 years ago, there were fewer 
machines, so people had to work harder to get things done, but at the same time, 
they had more time. The reason for this is that they had simpler lives. Maybe if we 
all start living more simply, we will have more time to sleep. 

i) Many people in the Western world complain that ______________________
__________________________.

ii) In the past, people didn’t _________________________________________
__________________________.

iii) The writer thinks that if people live more simply, _______________________
__________________________.

2. A Chinese man has a very special dog — a dog that does his own grocery shopping! 
When Lele is hungry, he barks to tell his owner, Wu Qianhe, that he needs money. 
Qianhe puts a one yuan bill (paper money) into the dog’s mouth, and Lele runs to 
a neighborhood store. The shopkeeper knows Lele and brings the dog his favorite 
food, a sausage. Lele opens his mouth to allow the shopkeeper to take the money, 
and then takes the sausage in his mouth and runs home to enjoy his meal.   

i) Lele is special because most dogs  __________________________________.
ii) How does the shopkeeper get paid?
 The shopkeeper ________________________________________________.

3. After their house was robbed for the second time within a year, the Stantons 
decided that they had had enough. Six months ago, they and their neighbors hired 
a security company to guard the neighborhood. Since then, there hasn’t been one 
robbery or other crime in their neighborhood. “Finally, we feel safe,” they say 
happily.   

i) The Stantons decided that they had had enough after thieves _____________
_____________________________________________________________.

ii) Now, there aren’t any ____________________________________________.
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